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"And Justice for All"
"The way people are affected by the environment is often presented on a global
scale -- tides rising or forests dying as a result of climate change. But the way
human beings have a direct impact on the planet is often more visible on a local
level. Communities closer to industrial areas may be affected by higher than
average asthma rates, for instance, and towns with poor water treatment or slow
clean-up from disasters may show a disproportionate number of children with
developmental problems. A report released today by two environmental
organizations, the Blacksmith Institute and Green Cross Switzerland, found that
localized pollution is the leading contributing factor to disability and disease in
communities across the world. Even in the United States, air pollution and
contaminated water sources result in death, persistent illness and neurological
impairment for millions of people. And children, researchers found, are usually
disproportionately affected." Daniel Stone reports for Newsweek October 21,
2008.
Read it here: http://www.newsweek.com/id/165013

EJToday is SEJ's annotated selection of new and outstanding stories on
environmental topics in print and on the air, updated every weekday. See
Headlines and The Gallery for more stories, and visit TipSheet, Calendar and
SEJournal for more story ideas.
It's easy to submit a story to EJToday and to search the story archives. The
newest stories are listed first. To find stories more than a week old, use the
search engine. SEJ also offers a free e-mailed digest called SEJ-beat summarizing
the day's postings to EJToday. SEJ members are subscribed automatically;
non-members may subscribe here.
Note: EJToday links only to web sites that don't charge fees. Some sites require
free registration. If you can't access a story, contact cmac@golden.net. To reach
the digest editor, contact bbostic@capitolwire.com.
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